MORE REVELATIONS

THE END RESULT OF BEING HUMAN IS TO BECOME AN ENLIGHTENED BEING AND HELP AS MANY PEOPLE AS POSSIBLE TO DO THE SAME = FREEDOM.

Jesus is the accelerator pedal - actually the Christ energy or Christos as it is termed - Jesus was an enlightened being - enlightened by the Christ energy

As we blink in and out of the 2-D gaps in the aethers, the organising energy that causes everything to blink back into view is the Christos. A.k.a. Vishnu, who is described in the Hindu as being right handed spin (like our DNA) the preserver of form (actually the creator of form) and focusing inward. The scientists have found what they call SOEFs, which are self-organizing-energy-fields that abound throughout mother-nature. Wake up, this is the Christ energy field, which manifests everything in our 3-D realm.

But, since the Nicean creed forced the word Jesus on us – we’ll use that holy word, as it has become.

Now get this – everything blinks even space and all of the hydrogen in space, the sun and everything in it, all of the planets and everything about them – absolutely everything and it is the job of Jesus to rebuild it all – at speed i.e. instantly.

Jesus really is the accelerator pedal – when we achieve enlightenment, then we ask a question, the answer will come before we can finish asking the question. And, when we ask to go some place in our lucid dreams or astral projections – you will find yourself there before you can finish the request. There are two reasons for this: the first one is the aether, it was built first, is a loving communication system as proven by the sound is faster than light experiment, super conductance and by Bell’s Theorem; the second reason that things happen so fast in 2-D is because Jesus is the accelerator pedal – someday soon we’ll all be aware of that.

This 3-D realm is a house of cards.

Our spiritual self is just like Jesus – no difference. Sai Baba has stated this many times i.e. that there is no difference between he and us. However, obviously there is a separation. This separation is also referred to as the veil of forgetfulness. When we incarnate, at a certain point during the birth process, we are cut off from our timeless self and indexed to the lineal time that we think is real.

Yikes, lineal time might be the source and cause of the separation?!?!? That’s a new revelation as I’m writing this. For sure breaking into the 2-D timeless matrix is how to break the hold of lineal time. Interesting

Also, somehow, this planet was also cut off i.e. quarantined and off limits to all aliens from the time of the flood through to the atomic bomb age (2000 of them were detonated – obviously mostly in testing), which apparently ripped a hole in the fabric of time and allowed the aliens to start visiting the planet again. It’s easy to see how that happened. Radiation is a very high frequency stemming
from the decay of the nucleus of the radioactive elements – that radiation emanates from the subatomic realm, where the aethers are square and there is little to no veil between the 2-D and 3-D. Thus, that radiation acted like a beacon to the rest of the universe, which leads to one of the revelations that came – Earth is a seed of ripples for the rest of the universe. These Loosh ripples are very different from the perfection that we see throughout the Heavens and in a way welcomed out there as something unique.

Loosh is separation energy i.e. energy that keeps us separate from one another and from God. The first from of loosh is loneliness as discovered by Robert Monroe via his out of body travels (astral projections) and as reported in his books – confirmed by 100s of 1000s additional out of body travels by his followers. Another root of loosh is fear and everything attendant to it i.e. greed, hunger, frustration, desires, arrogance, pride, war, fighting, arguments, authority, restrictions, speed limits and amazingly, our intellect separates us.

As we know the alien bugs that live in the aethers and are the main controllers of this planet, their food is loosh.

**Now for another couple amazing revelations:**

**Karma is like a basketball,** you can pass it, shoot it and change it. ANUs record sequences of events and are the storage facility for karma and memories – basketballs of information. We pass them around when we share stories about things we’ve experienced. We shoot them as fighting and we change them during alchemical events as explained in “LIGHT DETAILS”. Genetics and sharing karma are the same.

So, humans have good basketballs too, fun, joy, love, friendship, relationship, euphoria, ecstasy, creativity and freedom. Guess who shares those??? Guaranteed, it is not the bugs – rather the Archangels, Jesus, Metatron, Cupid, the Nature Spirits, the Aliens, our FRIENDS and God Herself. It is the nature of conscious awareness to assimilate any information in the area – this is gravity i.e. an affinity for information. (except maybe for the English and Muslims, who don’t want to know anything beyond their little area - Snicker)

You know – the bugs must keep our garbage from infecting the rest of the universe via them capturing and eating it – good plan God!!!!

This is also why Wilhelm Reich died in prison and all of his work was destroyed and burned, because the orgone energy – capacitance energy really – blew holes in the loosh and cleaned the aethers. You’d get angry too, if one guy was destroying your dinner table – that problem was easily solved.

You must be aware that the media is micro-controlled. Looking very closely at the media coverage of both 9/11 and Sandy Hook vs the ultimate authoritative accounts given, makes it crystal clear that we are controlled by the media, which controls our minds, very easily – just about everything you see on TV produces loosh. This is not a revelation – just a fact.

Therefore, the bugs find it necessary to micro-control us and they are deathly afraid of orgone energy. Ditto enlightened beings, which leads to the 144,000 number as being the number of enlightened beings that it takes to break down the house of cards that controls us. We need a
technology to assist with the enlightenment process as described here:  
http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/ENLIGHTENMENT_TOOLS-1.pdf

The revelations in this section are the house of cards, that karma is like a basketball, that lineal time is part of the veil and that the good guys are enjoying / relishing / loving our creativity and dreams, which is why there are a large number of aliens here to save our sorry asses – the dark dudes obviously have a plan to kill off about two thirds of us = Armageddon and the Tribulations, which appear to have been cancelled as to the extent of the extreme end game.

The dreams and creativity of us humans is why we are supposed to become the most revered specie in the entire universe – apparently we already are.

Goldfish bowl:

God set this up i.e. where the bugs harvest the loosh and she harvests the good stuff i.e. our positive basketballs are images that become part of whoever assimilates them.

So, tell me that we are not ants in a goldfish bowl. Well humans are obviously more mobile and thence have more opportunity for creativity than ants. However, we limit ourselves via the TV and our customs – Sheeple is a good word, very accurate.

Sheeple built off of this world to occupy this fish bowl http://www.news.com.au/technology/sci-tech/we-are-star-people-scientific-proof-we-were-created-by-aliens/story-fn5fsgyc-1226617200225#ixzz2Q3ocsfHx Snicker.

What we consider to be our conscious awareness is miniscule compared to everything else around us including our own body – please read:  http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/BRAIN_FART.pdf  – we are the village idiots of the universe. It’s a fact, Clive Backster’s house plant demonstrated awareness that extends 1000s of miles. We should be able to do at least that, which we can with practice – like the glow meditation:  http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/THE_GLOW.pdf

So, we, humans, are the grand experiment by God to produce the most amazing, creative, fun, joyful beings in the entire universe – this is without doubt now – crystal clear. Our job is to have fun and spread joy, just like the dolphins have been teaching us. Why else would the 2000 year old men still be hanging around here? Ditto Sai Baba, Babaji, Jesus, Melchizedek, etc. Thus, this essay is also very correct:  http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/AMAZING_REVELATIONS-PROFOUND_STUFF.pdf

As well reported and as is now obvious – God was bored and this is why we humans have been recycling here for 1000s of years for the purpose of entertaining the rest of this universe, for the purpose of leading the universe into new levels of creativity, fun and joy – as stated in the Bible and here in the “Book of Aquarius”:  http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/COMMENTS_ON_THE_BOOK_OF_AQUARIUS-GOOD_STUFF.pdf

And, in all of this, Jesus is the accelerator pedal into greater creativity and awareness. However, the Holy Spirit has been kicking our ass for 200,000 years, just to make an entertainment system – for that she has to pay with some freedom for us humans – that’s my demand. Yours?
Quantum leaps in conscious awareness

This has been covered before i.e. when our main ANU picks up more and more light / ANUs, it quite literally grows and soon we out grow our aetheric cell and pop into the next octave up – this is automatic. When we get to the new larger aetheric cell, it is part of an infinite aetheric plane that has a kaleidoscope of creation going on. We automatically assimilate that information, which is experienced as an orgasmic acceleration in awareness – exactly the same way God/Space/Holy Spirit experienced it during the big bang – things have not changed at all. Just us humans have added a tiny bit of chaos, which is a much sought after change and surprise to the rest of God’s awareness.

These orgasmic accelerations in awareness are all encompassing, just like an orgasm and one becomes very focused, which is why both Jesus/Sanada and Babaji talk about how difficult it is to come back here and help to save us. It is amazing how Sai Baba has been doing it so easily and he will continue to do it. And, he has stated that our new energetic, live supporting environment will be a result of Jesus being the accelerator pedal.

Thus, this is the job for humans: as the dolphins have been trying to teach us
http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/THE_WORLDS_SHORTEST_AND_BEST_BOOK.pdf

This planet is a garbage truck plowing through the particulars of Space / our holy mother.

The BBC has found plastic on every beach of the planet. Amazingly, there’s an island about a 1000 miles from anywhere – young birds die there from consuming too much plastic things – bottle caps and the like. As the sheppards of this planet we need to fix it.

LOVE AND BLESSINGS,

PS: this essay is written in lower case because my healing chamber capacitance field cancelled the internet connection and i can’t get this new word program to spell check all caps. Grrrr
A facebook chat:

FUN AND JOY

yessed
hows days ?
good
what about breakfast ?

HUMANS ARE ENTERTAINMENT SPECIALISTS FOR THE UNIVERSE. IT IS IN THE BIBLE THAT
GOD INTENDS US TO BE THE MOST ADVANCED SPECIE IN THE UNIVERSE. AND WE LIVE IN
A FISH BOWL OF OUR OWN CONSCIOUS CONSTRUCTION - SEE ATTACHED

Yessss
I m totally agreed with your statement

THE ULTIMATE REALITY TV CHANNEL = EARTH. FOR 200,000 YEARS !!!! WE'VE BEEN
TRAPPED IN OUR OWN CONSCIOUSNESS.

Oh yeaj
Yeah

THIS IS BEYOND HILARIOUS

VIA TEAM DREAMING, TEAM PRAYING, TEAM ASTRAL PROJECTION, TEAM MEDITATION,
TEAM LEVITATION, WE CAN PHYSICALLY FLY AND SHAPE SHIFT - SEE AND COMMUNICATE
WITH THE DIS-INCARNATE BEINGS - LIKE EVERYBODY ELSE IN THIS UNIVERSE,
INCLUDING OUR OWN BODIES